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About This Game

The Great War 1918 is a WW1 modification for Company of Heroes, focusing on the last year of the First World War.
Currently it features the British Expeditionary Force and the German Empire as opposing factions; however new nations will be
brought over time, such as France and Austria-Hungary. The mod focuses on a realistic and accurate representation of warfare

in 1918 while keeping a balanced and enjoyable gameplay.

Experience the great operations of the last year of the Great War as Germany breaks through the Western Front in the Spring
Offensive; as the Entente, liberate France and Belgium in the Hundred Days offensive. Look forward to heavy artillery strikes
and the infamous gas attacks. Trenches will provide vital cover for infantry while tanks will roll over the battlefield and instil

fear into the enemy.
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Title: The Great War 1918
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, The Great War 1918 Development Team
Publisher:
CMI
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or Vista

Processor: 2.0 Ghz Intel Pentium IV or equivalent or AMD Athlon XP or equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible 64MB video card with Pixel Shader 1.1 support or equivalent and latest manufacturer
drivers

Storage: 402 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: You need the Company of Heroes (New Steam Version) Downloaded and installed in order to use this Mod.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Traditional Chinese
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Oh does this bring back memories of my first program! Pure nostalgia. Keep learning, and I can't wait to see your "text-based
adventure next. Those were my first ever video games: Pyramid 2000, Madness and the Minotaur, and Zork. Keep learning and
you will be able to achieve anything!

I am not going to post my score, I played for 5 minutes so I could post this review and obviously calculaters and computers
haver reduce my brains compuatational power...... I played this in 2016, found it to be an un-fun mess. Coming back to it 3
years later, and I can't see that it has improved at all. The game just doesn't do anything that you expect it to do. It's
excruciatingly slow for one thing, even on full speed, it takes a day to chop down one piece of wood? The pathing is insanely
broken, and it doesn't seem to recognise its own boundaries. The only way to arm your warriors is to put the camp down directly
next to the tool maker, the whole 'carrier' thing doesn't seem to work. How am I supposed to feed my warriors when it takes so
long to harvest one single piece of food. It's just a frustrating experience. The game likes to talk about the supply chain, but if
the very foundation of the supply chain is fundamentally broken, what are we doing here. Not having fun, that's what.. This is
probably one of my favorite next gen fps game. The graphics / 1080p are crisp and the gameplay is just so unique and leaves
you wanting more. I would recommend this game to any of those hardcore fps gamers out there who play games like CS:GO and
COD

Pros:

- Realistic Gameplay
- Next gen graphics
- An exhilarating storyline
- pew pew

Cons:

- There are none, this is probably the best pew pew fps games I've ever played. If you absolutely loved BH1 (Which is a very
great game that I think you should buy), get your debit/credit card out and buy that game! New enemies, new upgrades, new
ways to play music, and new content on the way, what's not to love? BUY THE GAME RIGHT HECKIN' NOW.. Really fun
game, retro graphics and allround great to jump in for a quick game and have some fun.. Not engaging enough. The army stacks
of other factions appearing from nowhere kills the immersion a lot. Although there is an option in settings to lower archer
strength, in vanilla game they are really op and kills the strategical layer a lot. I may try it for 3rd time in the future as there are
better games that can replace King Arthur(although the theme is unique in its own way.). This is a cute interactive story.
As short as it is, this game gave me a nice moment.
I see that there is some people complaining, so : yes, the game is quite easy, but I don't think that the difficulty is important
here. And yes, their love isn't forbidden because of their homosexuality, but I don't necessarly want to play games about
homophobia when homophobia makes me suffer everyday.
If you want to play at a narrative story, it's a good game.. Good game. I don't know what some of the other reviews were talking
about. I had no crashes or other problems with the game. Yes, it was confusing at times, but no problems.
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Its honestly a great BL visual novel, having playing a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of BL visual novels this ranks in my top three (along with
COOT, and YAGS), it does a lot of things really well. The story is very intresting and there wasnt a second I spend being bored,
I enjoyed most of the characters and the love intrest. Having the main character as the villain is something rare in this genre of
gaming and it was enjoyable. The music and VA were great and on point, there are also a lot of CGs, Different endings and
chievement for us completionist to colect, its even encouraged to collect everything to get the FULL story of waht happeend a
decade before the game takes place. The romancable characters are all great and have completly different stories, some are very
intresting with my absolute favorite one being Oscar Edenic, however no route feels like the "canon" one, and all contirbute to
the overall story of the game, most of the routes have Good/Bad/Neutral endings, with a single excpetion of a character with no
good ending, which actually made sense based on the actions that take place during his path. That being said, the main character
can potentionally (based on the route you take) force himself upon other characters, which is in a pretty grey area, of course
forced sex is never okay, however in a fictional scenario (like a video game) I was okay with it, because it felt natural to the
story and it actually contributed to the story, it wasnt there just for shock value, however if you think you will feel uncofortable
seeing the main character having forced sex (I dont want to call it♥♥♥♥♥♥ because it wasnt quite on that level) you shouldn't
pick up the game.. 10/10 played the game before presidential election. Not enough strategic variety to hold my interest. Maybe
once you get more cards? But it's just not interesting enough to play that long.. Abandoned by the devs, and they have also taken
down the multiplayer servers.... Tried a variety of different workarounds to get this to run on Win10-64.
It doesn't

0\/10

Let's see if I can get this POS to 2 hours to get the cards.

Avoid unless your still on a Windows XP machine.

Update:
Don't know how but I got it running.
Win 8 compat, reinstall, no other tweaks.
Don't touch anything if you get to the intro vid. Takes about 3 min but you'll get into the game.
For the love of god, DO NOT TAB OUT OR IT WILL LOCK YOUR SYSTEM.

Pro:
Fun driving a APV
Easy controls WASD
Cards
Low system specs

Con:
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to get running
Very dated
Gets boring fast

Overall:
5\/10 +1 cards, +1 APV, -5 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to get working = 2\/10

Would play if it was free and I wanted to shoot stuff with an armoured vehicle that can drown in water in 3 seconds. Fun for
5-10 min, then sucks. At this point it's less of a game and more of a frustration \/ steam card generator.
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